<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Programmatic Area</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Milestones</th>
<th>ODF indicator code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Islands</td>
<td>Programmatic Management - Financial Management</td>
<td>Targeted support to build capacity for planning and budgeting, execution and oversight to support MMMS to implement more effective vaccination programs that deliver the results expected. In addition, activities to support MMMS to effectively and responsibly between national and provincial programs will clearly be benefitted from the current financial management support for the readiness of the Ministry for the transition. This includes improving quality of ACSM both at national and provincial levels.</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>Apr-20: An updated cold chain inventory developed to facilitate incorporation of VVM and vaccine waste tracking system into MISP. Apr-21: Complete the overseeing the newly installed cold chain equipment.</td>
<td>RI-C 6.0.3; RI-C 1.4.1; RI-C 1.1.2; RI-C 6.0.3; RI-C 1.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Islands</td>
<td>Programme Implementation/Coverage &amp; Equity</td>
<td>Technical assistance and acapacitization provided to MMMS on EPI programme management and implementation, Rotavirus vaccine introduction, EV implementation, HIS &amp; vaccine renewal requests, joint in-country capacity building activities.</td>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>Oct-20: Updated contact EVM implementation plan developed and submitted. Nov-20: Vaccines inventory strengthened with improved cold chain equipment.</td>
<td>RI-C 1.4.1; RI-C 1.1.2; RI-C 6.0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Islands</td>
<td>Supply Chain &amp; Procurement</td>
<td>Immunisation supply chain strengthening through (a) strengthening subnational stock management to facilitate incorporation of VVM and vaccine waste tracking into MISP; (b) explore vaccination waste management plan for 2 provinces; (c) implementing action points from the vaccine wasteage reduction strategy; (d) post-installation inspection (PI) for installed equipment under the CCEOP; and (e) comprehensive cold-chain inventory assessment reflecting the newly installed cold chain equipment.</td>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>Apr-20: An updated cold chain inventory developed to facilitate incorporation of VVM and vaccine waste tracking system into MISP. Apr-21: Complete the overseeing the newly installed cold chain equipment.</td>
<td>RI-C 6.0.3; RI-C 1.4.1; RI-C 1.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Islands</td>
<td>Demand Promotion &amp; ACSM</td>
<td>Programme monitoring support for the effective implementation of the GAVI/COI grant by immunization demand generation activities in targeted communities.</td>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>Apr-20: Demand Generation Cooperation document signed with identified CSOs. Apr-21: Number of community sensitization/awareness conducted.</td>
<td>RI-C 6.0.3; RI-C 1.4.1; RI-C 1.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Islands</td>
<td>Demand Promotion &amp; ACSM</td>
<td>Social mobilization for EPI. Tracking the initiatives and continue implementation of immunization and child health communication strategy.</td>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>Apr-20: Monitoring report of risks introduction communication activities submitted. Apr-21: Updated EPI/ACSM strategy implementation plan.</td>
<td>RI-C 6.0.3; RI-C 1.4.1; RI-C 1.1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL:** $293,000.00
**Solomon Islands**

**Policy & Regulatory Environment**

Provide the overarching HIS capacity to support the MHMS in the MHMS/GAVI Transition Plan for a successful transition. In the mid-term activity, MHMS executive team and Provincial Director and management supported in restructuring of service delivery platform in alignment with the Role Delegation/Policy. Linkages made between implementation bottlenecks across the HIS and COEOP and with the MHMS broader reforms, and focus on strengthening integrated service delivery, identification of governance mechanisms, improve health system performance, and overall advancement of RDP.

**WHO**

1. A plan is developed and prior to plan for the MHMS Executive to lead the review of National Health Strategy Plan (NHSP) for 2021-2025. The drafting of NHSP 2021-2025 is underway with EPI programme and transition plan appropriately reflected.
2. The (NHMS) National Health Management Information Systems Committee has governance mechanism in place for overall implementation of a modernised Digital Health Strategy (DHS). A DHS - Technical Working Group is established with a plan to linkages and processes to develop the EHS in 2020, to include recommendations to strengthen delivery of EPI activities, integrated with wider NHMS strategy.
3. Implementation of GAVI HIS grants is programmed within overall EPI activity, and monitoring mechanisms in place.
4. Implementation plans and monitoring mechanisms for HIS grants in place.
5. EPI team gains MHMS Executive support for linkages and intergration within RMNCAH activities. JA document and new vaccine introductions.
6. Continued support to the MHMS for Annual Operations activities planning and support on timely EPI implementation. Linkage and integration with RMNCAH programme and support coordination at the CC&FHC.
7. Technical support provided to the EPI review process, draft TOR for T4 and clearly linkages to EPI Regional strategic plan (WHG and GVAP). Consultant planning and preparation for reviewing the EPI component of the RMNCAH corporate plan and provide support to the GAVI/Comprehensive Multi Year Plan (cMYP), draft initiated and ongoing support to the MHMS for Annual Operations activities planning and support on timely EPI implementation. Linkage and integration within RMNCAH programme and support coordination at the CC&FHC.
8. New vaccine introduction support including support IPV, which PATH is coordinating with MHMS to increase IPV vaccination coverage and streamline school outreach strategy for IPV. Preparation of the Rota Introduction, TOR drafted and consultant recruitment commenced.

**Programme Implementation/Coverage & Equity**

1. Following successful advocacy, relevant EPI programme recommendations are integrated in wider HMMS strategy through the NHSP 2021-25 & DNSH.
2. Following the outcome of the intended Government funding and reprogramming of a request for additional financial support from Gavi towards NHMS Objectives 3 & 4 (due early 2020), implementation of NHMS grade to be programmed within overall EPI activity, with implementation plans with monitoring mechanisms in place.
3. Following advocacy and guidance, MHMS Executive adopt a Strategic Framework to guide the short-term and longer-term implementation of the Role Delegation Policy – and priorities implementation activities in health system building blocks for MHMS AOP planning.
4. Subject to GAVI prioritisation of NHMS. Executive and Financial Director, the structure of service delivery platform in alignment with RDP is commenced.
5. Subject to GAVI prioritisation of NHMS. Executive and Financial Director, the structure of service delivery platform in alignment with RDP is commenced.
6. Subject to GAVI prioritisation of NHMS. Executive and Financial Director, the structure of service delivery platform in alignment with RDP is commenced.
7. Subject to GAVI prioritisation of NHMS. Executive and Financial Director, the structure of service delivery platform in alignment with RDP is commenced.
8. Subject to GAVI prioritisation of NHMS. Executive and Financial Director, the structure of service delivery platform in alignment with RDP is commenced.
9. Following successful advocacy, relevant EPI programme recommendations are integrated in wider HMMS strategy through the NHSP 2021-25 & DNSH.
10. Overall Health systems capacity strengthened to support the MHMS in achieving successful transition from Gavi funding support.

**Solomon Islands**

**Policy & Regulatory Environment**

Provide the overarching HIS capacity to support the MHMS in the MHMS/GAVI Transition Plan for a successful transition. In the mid-term activity, MHMS executive team and Provincial Director and management supported in restructuring of service delivery platform in alignment with the Role Delegation/Policy. Linkages made between implementation bottlenecks across the HIS and COEOP and with the MHMS broader reforms, and focus on strengthening integrated service delivery, identification of governance mechanisms, improve health system performance, and overall advancement of RDP.

**WHO**

1. A plan is developed and prior to plan for the MHMS Executive to lead the review of National Health Strategy Plan (NHSP) for 2021-2025. The drafting of NHSP 2021-2025 is underway with EPI programme and transition plan appropriately reflected.
2. The (NHMS) National Health Management Information Systems Committee has governance mechanism in place for overall implementation of a modernised Digital Health Strategy (DHS). A DHS - Technical Working Group is established with a plan to linkages and processes to develop the EHS in 2020, to include recommendations to strengthen delivery of EPI activities, integrated with wider NHMS strategy.
3. Implementation of GAVI HIS grants is programmed within overall EPI activity, and monitoring mechanisms in place.
4. Implementation plans and monitoring mechanisms for HIS grants in place.
5. EPI team gains MHMS Executive support for linkages and intergration within RMNCAH activities. JA document and new vaccine introductions.
6. Continued support to the MHMS for Annual Operations activities planning and support on timely EPI implementation. Linkage and integration with RMNCAH programme and support coordination at the CC&FHC.
7. Technical support provided to the EPI review process, draft TOR for T4 and clearly linkages to EPI Regional strategic plan (WHG and GVAP). Consultant planning and preparation for reviewing the EPI component of the RMNCAH corporate plan and provide support to the GAVI/Comprehensive Multi Year Plan (cMYP), draft initiated and ongoing support to the MHMS for Annual Operations activities planning and support on timely EPI implementation. Linkage and integration within RMNCAH programme and support coordination at the CC&FHC.
8. New vaccine introduction support including support IPV, which PATH is coordinating with MHMS to increase IPV vaccination coverage and streamline school outreach strategy for IPV. Preparation of the Rota Introduction, TOR drafted and consultant recruitment commenced.

**Programme Implementation/Coverage & Equity**

1. IPC programme implemented in a timely manner in line with 5G government transition plan. Continue technical support to the MHMS on timely EPI implementation.
2. Linkage and integration with RMNCAH activities.
3. Support coordination at the CC&FHC.
4. New vaccine introduction support including support IPV, which PATH is coordinating with MHMS to increase IPV vaccination coverage and streamline school outreach strategy for IPV. Preparation of the Rota Introduction, TOR drafted and consultant recruitment commenced.

$625,147.50
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Implementation/Coverage &amp; Study</th>
<th>WHO</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine Specific Support</td>
<td>Technical support to MHMS to monitor HPV dose 2</td>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>[15,951.32]</td>
<td>$625,147.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine Specific Support</td>
<td>Technical support to MHMS to integrate HPV into Health Information Systems</td>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>[53,608.94]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Information Systems (Data)</td>
<td>Strengthening VMMC surveillance including case-based sentinel surveillance with focus on captive/lewd pedophile (AFP) and acute fever and rash (AFR)</td>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>[625,147.50]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Information Systems (Data)</td>
<td>Technical assistance to provide support and training of the current 7 sentinel sites with an increase to potentially 9 sites (Shortlands and Guadalcanal) for effective data collection, mobile data collection, optimization and reporting and support the EPI unit and the SSA.</td>
<td>WHO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>